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Abstract:  Nanoscale  topographies  mediated  with  biomolecules  play  a  vital  role  in  cellular
differentiation and proliferation. Our group explores the effect of nanoscale topographies embedded
with bone morphogenetic protein (BMP-2) growth factors for stem-cell based osteochondral tissue
regeneration. Hybrid bioprinting will be elaborated combining microextrusion, direct-write inkjet
and nanoimprint lithography to define hierarchical nano/micro architectures for tissue engineering
application. The ability to deposit heterogeneous biostructures on-the-fly both in terms of geometry
and  material  composition  will  create  an  effective  method  to  building  biomimetic  functionally
gradient topographies. Current scaffold fabricating technologies limited to predetermined pattern
designs (lower aspect ratio) and need retooling of entire setup for variations in topology. Proposed
approach enables precise placement of bio-media on custom patterned surfaces to create “niche”
microenvironments directing cellular fate and function of tissue constructs.
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